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The nodal dx2−y2 superconducting gap is a hallmark of the cuprate high Tc superconductors.
Surprisingly recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy of deeply underdoped cuprates re-
vealed a nodeless energy gap which is adhered to the Fermi surface. Importantly this phenomenon
is observed for compounds across several different cuprate families. In this letter we propose an
exciting possibility, namely the fully gapped state is a topological superconductor.
PACS numbers:
The nodal dx2−y2 gap function is a defining prop-
erty of the copper-oxide (cuprate) high temperature su-
perconductors. Many low temperature properties are
affected because of the existence of gap nodes. Ac-
cording to topological arguments[1–4] (see the supple-
mentary material) the nodes should be stable against
perturbations. Thus it is very surprising that recent
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) ex-
periments done on deeply underdoped cuprate sam-
ples (samples which are at the border between the an-
tiferromagnetic (AF) phase and the superconducting
(SC) phase) have revealed a full particle-hole symmetric
gap for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi2212)[5, 6], La2−xSrxCuO4
(LSCO)[7, 8], Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ (Bi2201)[9] and
Ca2−xNaxCuO2Cl2 (NaCCOC)[10]. The fact that there
is a non-zero energy gap along the diagonal direction of
the Brillouin zone (where the dx2−y2 gap nodes usually
sit) is referred to as the “nodal gap” phenomenon. In-
terestingly the nodal gap has been observed in systems
whose magnetic and transport properties range from
AF insulator[8, 9] to superconductor[6, 8]. For Bi2212
Ref. [6] proposes a phase diagram with a new supercon-
ducting (SC) phase appearing at the underdoping end
of the SC dome. In contrast the samples showing the
“nodal gap” in Ref. [9] are insulating and antiferromag-
netic. However despite the difference in transport proper-
ties, relatively sharp coherence peaks (i.e. spectral peaks
at the nodal gap edge) were observed in both systems
so long as the doping concentration is not too low[6, 9].
(Given the fact that samples at such a low doping level
can be phase separated[11], it is possible that the nodal
gapped phase observed in Ref. [9]) lies in disconnect SC
islands embedded in an insulating background.) In the
literature possible cause of the nodal gap ranges from dis-
order induced Coulomb gap[12] to the polaron effect[9].
Motivated by Ref. [6, 8, 9] and the fact that non-
superconducting gaps usually do not adhere to the Fermi
surface, we assert that the state in question is a fully
gapped SC state. Moreover we shall assume that it is
not due to extrinsic effects such as disorder. Moreover,
because samples exhibiting the nodal gap are exclusively
found at the border between AF and SC we need to con-
sider the possibility that such SC state coexists with the
AF order. In the rest of the paper we first list all possi-
ble fully gapped SC states (with or without AF order),
and organize them according to symmetry and topology
(TABLE I). This information will be combined with ex-
plicit effective theory calculations which determine the
leading and subleading SC instabilities under different
conditions. The combination of theses two approaches
allows us to pin down the most likely candidate for the
nodal gapped state, namely, a topological superconduc-
tor.
Start with the maximally symmetric SC state, we sys-
tematically break down the SU(2)spin×T symmetry. (Be-
cause of superconductivity there is no U(1)charge symme-
try). For each residual symmetry we use the method of
Ref. [13, 16] to classify the possible fully gapped (two
dimensional) SC states into topological classes. The re-
sult is TABLE I, which contains eight cases in row 2 -
9. We group these cases according to whether supercon-
ductivity coexists with the AF order or not. (In view of
the fact that the samples are likely disordered we do not
consider crystal symmetries such as lattice translations.
The only exception is that we do regard the system as
having inversion symmetry, at least on average, so that
spin singlet and spin triplet pairing will not mix. In the
end we will briefly comment on the effects of inversion
symmetry breaking.)
In the absence of Neel order there is spin SU(2) symme-
try (in this paper we assume there is no spin-orbit inter-
action, which is a good approximation for the cuprates).
In the singlet pairing case there are two classes of fully
gapped SC state - the s-wave pairing (row 2) and d± id
pairing (row 3). The latter is a topological SC state with
chiral (complex) fermion edge modes. In fact Ref. [8]
proposed d ± id as an explanation of the nodal gap in
LSCO. In the triplet pairing case there are three classes
of fully gapped SC state. They are listed in row 4-6 of
TABLE I. The (p± ip)↑↓ SC state in the 4th row breaks
the time-reversal symmetry but preserve U(1) spin ro-
tation around, say, the z-axis. It is a representative
2Neel order Symmetry Generators Classification AZ class Examples
No SU(2)spin × T {T e
ipiSx ,T e ipiSy ,T e ipiSz} pi0(R5) = 0 CI s-wave
No SU(2)spin {e
ipiSx , e ipiSy} pi0(R4) = Z C d± id
No U(1)spin {e
ipiSz} pi0(C2) = Z A (p± ip)↑↓
No T T pi0(R1) = Z2 DIII (p± ip)↑↑ + (p∓ ip)↓↓
No None N/A pi0(R0) = Z D α(p± ip)↑↑ + β(p± η ip)↓↓
Yes U(1)spin × T e
ipiSx {T e ipiSx ,T e ipiSy} pi0(R6) = 0 AI s-wave
Yes U(1)spin {e
ipiSz} pi0(C2) = Z A (d± id) ; (p± ip)↑↓
Yes None N/A pi0(R0) = Z D α(p± ip)↑↑ + β(p± η ip)↓↓
TABLE I: Symmetry and topological classification of fully gapped SC phases in two spatial dimensions. We assume there is no
spin-orbit interaction. The 2nd column lists the symmetry group whose generators are given in the 3rd column. The 4th column
gives the Abelian group whose element each represents a topological class of SC states[13, 14] (for details see the supplementary
material). 0 means no topological superconductors, Z2 means there exists one type of topological superconductor in addition to
the trivial (s-wave) superconductor. Z represents the existence of infinite number of different topological superconductors each
with protected gapless edge modes. The 5th column locates the symmetry class of each row in the Altland-Zirnbauer[15] 10-fold
way[13, 16]. The last column provides examples of gapped superconducting states in each symmetry class. Here (p + ip)↑↓
denotes the p + ip pairing between the spin up and spin down electrons, and (p + ip)↑↑, (p + ip)↓↓ represents p + ip pairing
among spin-up and and/or spin-down electrons. In row 6 and 9 α and β denote generic complex numbers.
of a family of degenerate triplet pairing state given by
cos θ(p ± ip)↑↓ + sin θe
iφ(p ± ip)↑↑ − sin θe
−iφ(p± ip)↓↓,
where ~d = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) is the direction
of the axis around which the U(1)spin symmetry is pre-
served. These states span a manifold which is isompor-
phic to S2 = {(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ); θ ∈ [0, π], φ ∈
[0, 2π)}. The SC states in this class possess chiral (com-
plex) fermion edge modes hence are topologically non-
trivial. In row 5 the (p± ip)↑↑ + (p∓ ip)↓↓ SC state pre-
serves the time-reversal symmetry but completely breaks
the spin SU(2) symmetry. It has a pair of counter prop-
agating Majorana modes along each edge. They are pro-
tected from back scattering by the time-reversal symme-
try, hence (p±ip)↑↑+(p∓ip)↓↓ is a time-reversal invariant
topological superconductor. The SC state in the 6th row
of TABLE I has no residual symmetry. In all but the
η = −1 case there are two chiral Majorana (equivalent
to one complex) fermion edge modes. Hence they, too,
are chiral topological superconductors. If η = −1 the
Majorana edge modes are counter-propagating. In this
case an edge gap will open because with both time rever-
sal and spin rotation symmetry broken nothing protects
the counter-propagating Majorana edge modes from back
scattering. Therefore η = −1 represents the trivial ele-
ment, i.e. 0, of Z.
The cases where the fully gapped SC state coexists
with Neel order are listed in the last three rows of TA-
BLE I. Here, without loss of generality, we can assume
the staggered magnetic moments to point in the ±z-
direction. The pairing states in the 7th row are all topo-
logically trivial, they are exemplified by the s-wave pair-
ing. In contrast the d± id and the (p± ip)↑↓ SC states in
the 8th row both give rise to chiral topological supercon-
ductors with chiral (complex) fermion edge modes. We
note that the residual symmetry of the (p± ip)↑↓ super-
conductor in row 8 is exactly the same as that in row
4. However, unlike row 4, there is no continuous degen-
eracy and associated Goldstone modes anymore because
the SU(2)spin is already broken down to U(1)spin by the
formation of the Neel order. The SC states in the 9th row
are analogous to that given in the 6th row. Again, in all
cases but η = −1 the state α(p± ip)↑↑+β(p±η ip)↓↓ are
topologically non-trivial.
Having surveyed all possible fully gapped SC states,
the next step is to determine which class of TABLE I
does the experimentally observed fully gapped SC state
belong to. To achieve that we use the effective theory of
Ref. [17]
Heff =
∑
k
′∑
σ
ǫ(k)ψ+σkψσk + J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj . (1)
It has been demonstrated that the Eq. (1) is capable of
capturing all experimentally observed electronic orders of
the cuprates. Specifically the leading and subleading in-
stabilities of Eq. (1) in the particle-particle (Cooper pair-
ing) and particle-hole (density wave and Fermi surface
distortion) channels capture the d-wave superconductiv-
ity as well as the spin/charge density wave, nematicity
and the Q = 0 magnetic order[17]. Encouraged by such
success we use it to predict the leading and subleading
SC instabilities in the presence/absence of AF order. (See
supplementary material for details.)
The normal state Fermi surface with and without
AF order are shown in Fig. 1. In the AF phase the
band dispersion and Bloch wavefunctions are the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the following 2 × 2 matrix(
ǫ0(k) σ m
σ m ǫ0(k+Q)
)
. Here Q = (π, π) is the Neel
wavevector, m is the staggered magnetization, and σ =
±1 labels the spin. ǫ0(k), the paramagnetic normal
3HaL HbL
FIG. 1: The Fermi surface of cuprates without (a) and with
(b) AF order. The dashed line enclose the AF Brillouin zone
whoses vertices are (±pi/a,±pi/a). The staggered moment
used to construct panel (b) is m = 0.1.
state dispersion, is given by µ − t1(cos kx + cos ky) +
t2 cos kx cos ky − t3(cos 2kx + cos 2ky) with t1 = 1, t2 =
0.3, t3 = 0.2 and µ = 0.14. In the rest of the paper we
shall set the value ofm to 0.1. With this value ofm there
are electron pockets centered around (±π, 0) and (0,±π)
and hole pockets centered around (±π/2,±π/2).
Based on Eq. (1) and the bandstructure described
above we decouple the AF interaction in all possible pair-
ing channels and determine the gap functions that will
first (and second) become unstable as J is turned up
from zero. (See the supplementary material.) Here a
comment is in order. As mentioned earlier, the samples
where the nodal gap is observed can be phase separated.
However in our calculation translation symmetry is as-
sumed. Therefore one should interpret our results as the
local pairing instabilities.
(i) Cooper pairing in the absence of AF order.
Fig. 2(a) and (b) illustrate the leading and subleading SC
instabilities in the absence of AF order[17]. The dx2−y2
pairing in panel (a) has four nodes, hence can not be
responsible for the fully gapped state observed in exper-
iments. Panel (b) illustrates the subleading extended s-
wave pairing instability. It, too, has nodes. These nodes,
like those of the dx2−y2 pairing are topologically stable
against perturbations. Although they are not required
by the point group symmetry, it requires, e.g. strong dis-
order, to get rid of them (the same for the dx2−y2 nodes).
Given the fact that the dx2−y2 nodes have been observed
in very disordered samples, we regard it unlikely that the
extended s-wave pairing instability is responsible for the
nodal gap. In the triplet pairing channel Eq. (1) has no
SC instability (as long as J > 0). Thus row 2-6 of TABLE
I are ruled out on the basis that at least one component
(e.g. the dxy of dx2−y2 + idxy) of the gap function is
not among the top (i.e. leading or subleading) pairing
instabilities in Fig. 2(a,b).
(ii) Cooper pairing in the presence of AF or-
der. In this case the leading and subleading pairing in-
stabilities occurs in the Sz = 0 channel and are shown
in Fig. 2(c)-(e). The leading paring symmetry is again
dx2−y2 , which can not account for the presence of nodal
HaL HbL HcL
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FIG. 2: The leading superconducting instabilities of Eq. (1)
in the absence (a)-(b) and presence (d)-(f) of Neel order. (a)
singlet dx2−y2 symmetry, (b) extended s symmetry, (c) singlet
dx2−y2 symmetry, (d) px+y and (e) px−y symmetries. Here
the hatch size is proportional to the magnitude of the gap and
the color indicates the sign (red: negative, blue: positive). (f)
The energy gap correspond to |∆d(k) + i∆e(k)|. Here Black
means positive and the hatch size is proportional to the gap
magnitude.
gap. The subleading pairing symmetries, px+y and px−y
in Fig. 2(d,e), are degenerate. However although they
each has nodes, the linear combination (p± ip)↑↓ can give
rise to a fully gapped chiral topological superconductor.
This superconductor belong to the topological class of the
8th row of TABLE I Therefore combining TABLE I with
explicit calculations we conclude that the best candidates
for the experimentally observed fully gapped state is the
(p ± ip)↑↓ SC coexists with AF order (the 8th row of
TABLE I).
According to Ref. [6, 8, 9] the nodal gap magnitudes
increases as k moves away from the diagonal direc-
tion. This is qualitatively consistent with the behavior
of |∆d(k)+ i∆e(k)| (see Fig. 2(f)) where ∆d,e(k) are the
gap functions of Fig. 2(d). In Fig. 3 we show the edge
spectrum of the SC state discussed above. Explicit wave-
function calculation shows the left/right moving in-gap
modes are localized on opposite edges. However despite
the presence of edge states, we do not expect the super-
conducting vortex to harbor zero modes. This is because
in one dimension (the dimension of a loop surrounding
the vortex) the symmetry class of row 8 of TABLE I only
has trivial states (see supplementary materials).
Discussions: A natural question one might ask is why
does triplet pairing instability exist in the AF state but
not in the paramagnetic state? It turns out that this is re-
lated to the unit cell doubling in the AF state. After such
doubling Q = (π, π) becomes a reciprocal lattice vector.
Hence center-of-mass (COM) momentum (0, 0) and (π, π)
Cooper pairing can coexist. In the AF state although the
AF exchange interaction in Eq. (1) favors singlet pairing
for COM momentum (0, 0), it favors triplet pairing if the
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kxΠ
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FIG. 3: The edge spectrum of the (p + ip)↑↓-AF coexisting
state. Here due to the Brillouin zone folding kx = −pi/2
and kx = pi/2 are equivalent.The left/right moving branches
are localized on opposite edges. This figure is constructed by
fitting the numerical gap functions in Fig. 2(d,e) to simple
trigonometric functions, then use the fitted function in the
real space edge calculation.
COM momentum is (π, π). One might also ask “under
what condition will the triplet pairing in Fig. 2(d,e) be-
come the leading instability?” It turns out that this can
be achieved by increasing the staggered moment m, or
by slight modifying the bandstructure so that in the AF
state there is only hole pockets. For example by using
t1 = 1, t2 = 0.3, t3 = 0, µ = 0.2 and m = 0.1 the triplet
pairing can be made to surpass the singlet one when a
nearest neighbor repulsion V with V/J & 1.4 is added
to Eq. (1). Given the fact that AF order induces triplet
pairing instability, an interesting question arises. Is it
possible that strong fluctuations of the Neel order param-
eter (which should exist near the AF-SC boundary) can
stabilize the triplet topological SC order even when there
is no static AF order? Another interesting issue is the
destruction of SC coherence due to the orientation fluctu-
ations of the AF order parameter. We have seen that in
the presence of Neel order the infinite pairing degeneracy
(~d ∈ S2) in the 4th row of TABLE I is reduced to the two
fold degeneracy (~d ‖ ±zˆ) in the 8th row of TABLE I. (In
fact the overall sign of ~d can be absorbed by the charge
U(1) phase of superconductivity, hence there is really no
degeneracy left). The preceding fact implies the direction
of the Neel order parameter pins the ~d vector of triplet
pairing. If so it is reasonable to expect the orientation
fluctuations of the Neel order parameter can impede (or
even destroy) the SC coherence. This reasoning suggests
that strong fluctuation of the Neel order can stretch the
regime of fluctuation SC (hence the “pseudogap region”)
to a much wider temperature interval. This might be
related to the observation of pseudogap above the SC
transition[6]. Lastly we comment on the effects of inver-
sion symmetry breaking. Without inversion symmetry
singlet (Fig. 2(c)) and triplet (Fig. 2(d,e)) pairing chan-
nels can mix. This can occur, e.g., locally due to disorder
or phase separation. We have checked that the supercon-
ductor with αdx2−y2 + β(p ± ip)↑↓ can be fully gapped.
In addition there is a phase transition from a topologi-
cally trivial to non-trivial phase as |β/α| increases. The
details of this investigation will be published in future
publication.
Conclusion: We propose that deeply underdoped
cuprates might be a topological superconductor. One
way to experimentally test our prediction is to use STM
to image the edge states. Given the likelihood that the
sample is phase separated, STM is a particularly valuable
probe for the signature of the topological superconduc-
tivity locally.
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PACS numbers:
STABILITY OF NODAL QUASIPARTICLES
In a singlet superconductor with no magnetic orders, the system preserves SU(2) spin rotational symmetry and time
reversal symmetry T . A generic nodal particle in this 2+1-D time-reversal-invariant (TRI) singlet superconductor
can be described as
HQ+k = kxγ1 + kyγ2. (1)
where we have normalized the Fermi velocities to unity without loss of generality. k is a small momentum expanded
around the nodal point Q. Usually the nodal Hamiltonian HQ+k is written in complex fermion basis Ψ = (c, c
†)T ,
but we can also represent it in the Majorana basis[1] η through relation c = η1 + iη2. In the Majorana fermion basis
γ1,2 are real symmetric matrices which square to be +1[2]. Time reversal symmetry for spin=1/2 electrons looks like
TηiT
−1 = Ti,jηj , T
2 = −1. (2)
where T is again a real matrix. Meanwhile spin rotational symmetries are
e ipiSαηie
− ipiSα =
(
Σα
)
i,j
ηj , (Σα)
2 = −1. (3)
where Sα, α = x, y, z are the total spin operators. Note that [T,Σα] = 0. A symmetric nodal Hamiltonian HQ+k
obey
{γi, T } = [γi,Σα] = 0. (4)
The symmetry group SU(2)s × T can be generated by the following 3 generators
T e ipiSα → Tα ≡ TΣα, (Tα)
2 = 1, {Tα, γi} = 0. (5)
Notice that matrices {γi, Tα} form Clifford algebra The problem of classifying different nodal Hamiltonians HQ+k
reduces to the following mathematical question: what are the distinct classes of real matrix γ1 (with γ2 and Tα fixed)
satisfying condition (5)? This question is related to (real) Clifford algebra Cl5,0 and the associated classifying space
for γ1 is R4 =
(
Sp(k +m)/Sp(k)× Sp(m)
)
× Z in notation of Ref. 1. Therefore the symmetry classification of nodal
Hamiltonian HQ+k with symmetry (5) is given by π0(R4) = Z. An intuitive way to understand this Z classification
is the following[3]: each node also appears on the surface of a 3+1-D TRI singlet superconductor. As a result the
symmetry classification of distinct 2+1-D nodal Hamiltonians is the same as symmetry classification of 3+1-D gapped
TRI singlet superconductors (class CI[1, 4]) with protected surface states.
Now we show how to compute this integer “winding number” for a given nodal Hamiltonian. In the presence of
SU(2)s × T symmetry, the quadratic electron Hamiltonian near the node at Q can always be written as
HQ =
∑
k
(
c†Q+k,↑
c−Q+k,↓
)T
hk
(
cQ+k,↑
c†−Q+k,↓
)
+
(
c†Q+k,↓
c−Q+k,↑
)T
τyhkτy
(
cQ+k,↓
c†−Q+k,↑
)
(6)
where τx,y,z represent Pauli matrices in the particle-hole channel. Let’s label the filled bands (negative energy
eigenstate) of Hermitian matrix hk by |k, α〉, then the integer winding number w for nodal point Q is given by
w =
i
2π
∮
Q
dkTr
[
∂kPˆk
]
, Pˆk ≡
∑
α filled
|k, α〉〈k, α|. (7)
It’s straightforward to check[5] that w = ±2 for each node in a dx2−y2-wave cuprate superconductor.
2CLASSIFICATION OF GAPPED MAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTORS
In this section we derive the symmetry classification presented in TABLE I of the main text. Following Ref. 1,
as far as topological properties are concerned, a gapped phase in two spatial dimensions can always be obtained by
adding a mass matrix M to the Dirac Hamiltonian
H0 = i∂xγ1 + i∂yγ2. (8)
In the Majorana basis γ1,2 are real symmetric matrices which square to be +1. The mass terms correspond to
real antisymmetric matrices M satisfying {M,γi} = 0. If the mass term M , matrices γ1,2 and all symmetry group
generators form real clifford algebra Clp,1, the associated classifying space[1, 2] for mass M is R2−p mod 8.
In the presence of SU(2) spin rotational symmetry and time reversal symmetry T , the symmetry group for non-
interacting fermions is generated by time reversal followed by π-spin-rotations along the 3 axes: Tα = T e
ipiSα . In
the Majorana basis the Tα are real symmetric matrices satisfying {Tα, Tβ} = 2δα,β and {Tα, γi} = 0. Therefore the
symmetry-allowed M form the real Clifford algebra Cl5,1 with γi and Tα and hence belong to classifying space R5.
Since π0(R5) = 0 there is only trivial mass, hence there are no topological superconductors with SU(2)×T symmetry
in two space dimensions. This corresponds to Altland-Zirnbauer class[6, 7] CI in the 10-fold way of topological
insulators/superconductors[4].
When time reversal is spontaneously broken but spin SU(2) symmetry is preserved, the generators of symmetry are
{e ipiSx , e ipiSz}. In the Majorana basis the two generators are again real anti-symmetric matrices Σx,z both of which
square to −1. Without loss of generality, we can choose the two generators to be Σx,z = σx,z ⊗ (iσy)⊗ 1N×N (~σ are
the Pauli matrices and N is an arbitrary integer), and the mass matrix M must have the following form
M = σ0 ⊗ σ0 ⊗H0 + iσy ⊗ σx ⊗Hx + σ0 ⊗ (iσy)⊗Hy + iσy ⊗ σz ⊗Hz,
HT0 = −H0, H
T
α = Hα (α = x, y, z).
so that [Σx,z,M ] = 0. It’s straightforward to show that M
2 = −1 implies
(H0)
2 −
∑
α=x,y,z
(Hα)
2 = −1N×N , {H0, Hα} = 0, [Hα, Hβ ] = 0. (9)
Such a mass term M can be mapped into a quaternion matrix[2]
H = H0 + iHx + jHy + kHz, H
2 = −1N×N . (10)
where i , j , k satisfy the quaternion algebra. Meanwhile notice that the presence of 4 anti-commuting symmetry
generators (squaring to be +1) also lead to the classifying space of a quaternion matrix
Γ1,2 = σx,z ⊗ σ0 ⊗ σ0 ⊗ 1N×N , Γ3,4 = σy ⊗ σy ⊗ σx,z ⊗ 1N×N , {M,Γi} = 0 =⇒
M = 1⊗H0 + i ⊗Hx + j ⊗Hy + k ⊗Hz, (11)
1 ≡ iσy ⊗ σy ⊗ σy , i ≡ iσy ⊗ σx ⊗ σ0, j ≡ iσy ⊗ σz ⊗ σ0, k ≡ σy ⊗ σ0 ⊗ σy.
After taking the two Dirac matrices γ1,2 into account (γ
2
1,2 = 1), we can see all matrices {M,γ1,2,Γi} form Clifford
algebra Cl6,1, which leads to classifying space R4 =
Sp(l+m)
Sp(l)×Sp(m) ×Z for SU(2)spin-symmetric superconductors in 2+1-
D. Since π0(R4) = Z, distinct singlet topological superconductors are labeled by an integer i.e. their spin quantum
Hall conductance[8]. This corresponds to AZ class C.
When spin rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken while preserving time reversal symmetry (T 2 = −1),
there is only one generator T satisfying T 2 = −1. Therefore the matrices {γ1,2, T,M} form Clifford algebra Cl2,2,
which leads to classifying space[1, 2] R1 = O(n). Since π0(R1) = Z2, there is only one type of topologically nontrivial
superconductor with time reversal symmetry (T 2 = −1) in addition to the topologically trivial ones. This corresponds
to AZ class DIII.
When AF Neel order (along z-axis) coexists with superconductivity, the symmetry group reduces to U(1) spin
rotation along z-axis and time reversal combined with an in-plane π-spin-rotation. This symmetry group for non-
interacting fermions is generated by T e ipiSx and T e ipiSy (since e ipiSz = T e ipiSxT e ipiSy , we don’t need to write down
e ipiSz additionally). Again in Majorana basis these two generators are real symmetric matrices Tα with {Tα.Tβ} =
2δα,β. Therefore the real Cliford algebra formed by mass M and {γ1,2, Tx,y} is Cl4,1 and the symmetry-allowed mass
3M belong to classifying space R6. Since π0(R6) = 0 there are no topologically nontrivial superconductors protected
by this symmetry. It corresponds to AZ class AI.
When the symmetry further breaks down to just U(1) spin rotation along the axis of collinear AF Neel order, say
the z-axis, the symmetry group is generated by π-spin-rotation along z-axis. In the Nambu basis ψ = (c↑, c
†
↓) the
quadratic gapped Hamiltonian has the following form:
H = i∂xγ1 + i∂yγ2 +M,
γ2i = 1, M
2 = +1, {M,γi} = 0. (12)
where we’ve normalized the fermi velocities and the size of mass term M . The classifying space for M is C2 =
U(m+n)
U(m)×U(n)×Z and we have π0(C2) = Z. This means there is an infinite number of distinct topological superconductors
with Sz conservation in 2+1-D and they are labeled by an integer. This integer is nothing but the Chern number[9] of
quadratic Hamiltonian H , associated to the number of chiral (complex) fermion modes on the edge. This corresponds
to AZ class A.
When this U(1) spin rotation is further broken, there is no symmetry in the system. The mass termM together with
Dirac matrices γ1,2 forms clifford algebra Cl2,1, and the classifying space for mass term M is R0 =
O(m+n)
O(m)×O(n) × Z.
Since π0(R0) = Z there are an infinite number of topological superconductors in two space dimensions with no
symmetry. They are labeled by an integer, which equals the number of chiral Majorana mode on the edge. This
corresponds to AZ pclass D.
In the end we comment on vortex bound states in these superconductors. Notice that a superconducting vortex
always breaks time reversal symmetry, Meanwhile the existence of protected in-gap bound state at a point defect (the
vortex core) is determined by the symmetry classification in one space dimension less[2, 10]. Since the topological
classification is always trivial for class A in one spatial dimension, the topological (p + ip)↑,↓ superconductors with
chiral edge modes don’t support zero-energy vortex bound state.
EFFECTIVE THEORY CALCULATIONS
We follow the procedures of Ref. 11 to determine the top SC instabilities from the effective Hamiltonian. Starting
with
Heff =
∑
k
′∑
σ
ǫ(k)ψ+kσψkσ + J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj . (13)
In Eq. (13)
∑
k
′
stands for sum within a thin shell around the Fermi surface (so that |ǫ(k)| is less than an energy
cutoff). Moreover ψσk annihilates an electron with spin σ in band eigenstate at momentum k within the momentum
shell. Note in ψσk we did not keep the band indices. This is because with the restriction to a thin energy shell,
momentum actually fixes the band index.
First we rewrite the last term of Eq. (13) in momentum space. In view of the fact that we also need to treat pairing
in the AF ordered state, we use the folded, i.e. the magnetic, Brillouin zone (MBZ). (We use MBZ even when treating
the paramagnetic state).
Vint = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj →
1
N
∑′
k,p,q∈MBZ
∑
a,b,c,d
{
Ubacd (q)C
+
k+q,aCk,bC
+
p−q,cCp,d + U
ba
cd (q +Q)C
+
k+q+Q,aCk,bC
+
p−q−Q,cCp,d
+Ubacd (q)C
+
k+q+Q,aCk+Q,bC
+
p−q,cCp,d + U
ba
cd (q +Q)C
+
k+q,aCk+Q,bC
+
p−q−Q,cCp,d
+Ubacd (q)C
+
k+q,aCk,bC
+
p+Q−q,cCp+Q,d + U
ba
cd (q +Q)C
+
k+q+Q,aCk,bC
+
p−q,cCp+Q,d
+Ubacd (q)C
+
k+q+Q,aCk+Q,bC
+
p+Q−q,cCp+Q,d + U
ba
cd (q+Q)C
+
k+q,aCk+Q,bC
+
p−q,cCp+Q,d
}
(14)
In Eq. (14) N is the total number of unit cells, Q = (π, π) is the AF ordering wavevector, a,b,c,d are spin induces.
The Ubacd (q) in Eq. (14) is given by
Ubacd (q) = (~σab · ~σcd)J(q), J(q) = J(cos qx + cos qy), (15)
4where ~σ are the spin Pauli matrices. The operator ψk in Eq. (13) is related to Ckσ in Eq. (14) by
ψkσ = φk,σ,n(k),1(k)Ck,σ + φk,σ,n(k),2(k)Ck+Q,σ. (16)
Here φTn,σ = (φn,σ,1, φn,σ,2) us the n
th (n = 1, 2) eigenvector of
Hσ(k) =
(
ǫ0(k) σ m
σ m ǫ0(k+Q)
)
(17)
given in the main text. In Eq. (16) n(k) in the subscript of φ denotes is the index of the band that is closest to the
fermi energy at momentum k. After some algebra Eq. (14) can be reduced to
Veff =
1
N
∑′
k,p,q∈MBZ
∑
a,b,c,d
{
2J(q)Kbaba(k,p;q)ψ
+
k+q,aψ
+
p−q,bψp,aψk,b − J(q)K
bb
aa (k,p;q)ψ
+
k+q,bψ
+
p−q,aψp,aψk,b
}
,(18)
where
Kbacd (k,p;q) =
{
φ∗k+q,a,1φk,b,1φ
∗
p−q,c,1φp,d,1 − φ
∗
k+q,a,2φk,b,1φ
∗
p−q,c,2φp,d,1 + φ
∗
k+q,a,2φk,b,2φ
∗
p−q,c,1φp,d,1
−φ∗k+q,a,1φk,b,2φ
∗
p−q,c,2φp,d,1 + φ
∗
k+q,a,1φk,b,1φ
∗
p−q,c,2φp,d,2 − φ
∗
k+q,a,2φk,b,1φ
∗
p−q,c,1φp,d,2
+φ∗k+q,a,2φk,b,2φ
∗
p−q,c,2φp,d,2 − φ
∗
k+q,a,1φk,b,2φ
∗
p−q,c,1φp,d,2
}
. (19)
In Eq. (19) we have omitted n(k) in the subscript of φ because in the momentum thin shell k fixes n(k).
In the Cooper pairing channel the surviving term of Eq. (19) are
Veff → −
1
N
∑′
k,p,q∈MBZ
∑
a,b,c,d
Λabab(k;p)ψ
+
−k,bψ
+
k,aψp,aψ−p,b, (20)
where
Λabab(k;p) = 2J(p+ k)K
ba
ba (−p,p;p+ k) + J(p− k)K
bb
aa (−p,p;p− k). (21)
Upon SC mean-field factorization Eq. (20) becomes
Veff → −
∑′
k,p∈MBZ
∑
a,b,c,d
Λabab(k;p)
{
ψ+−k,bψ
+
k,a∆ab(p) + ∆
∗
ab(k)ψp,aψ−p,b −∆
∗
ab(k)∆ab(p)
}
. (22)
where due to fermion anticommutation relation ∆ab(k) = −∆ba(−k). Thus
∆(k) =
(
∆t,1(k) ∆s(k) + ∆t,3(k)
−∆s(k) + ∆t,3(k) ∆t,2(k)
)
. (23)
where ∆s(k) is even in k and ∆t,j(k) are odd in k. In the literature Eq. (23) is often written as
∆(k) = [ψ(k)σ0 + ~d(k) · ~σ]( iσy), (24)
where ψ(k) = ∆s(k), dx(k) =
1
2 [−∆t,1(k) + ∆t,2(k)] , dy(k) =
1
2i [∆t,1(k) + ∆t,2(k)] , dz(k) = ∆t,3(k).
We then “integrate out” the electrons and keep up to the quadratic terms in ∆’s. The result is the following free
energy form
F =
1
N
∑′
k,p∈MBZ
∑
a,b
∆∗ab(k)Kab(k,p;T )∆ab(p), (25)
where
Kab(k,p;T ) = Λ
ab
ab(k;p)−
2
N
∑′
q∈MBZ
Λabab(k;q)χ(q;T )Λ
ab
ab(q;p) (26)
where the temperature (T )-dependent free fermion pair susceptibility is given by
χ(k;T ) ∝
1− 2f(ǫ(k))
ǫ(k)
. (27)
5Here the proportionality constant is un-important for our purposes as it can be absorbed into J (see below).
The leading (sub-leading) gap functions are the eigenfucntions of χ(q;T )Λabab(q;p) with the largest (second largest)
eigenvalue among all a, b (The proportionality constant in χT changes all eigenvalues by the same multiplicative
constant but not the eigenfunctions.) These are the order parameters which will first (second) become unstable
as J increases (at a temperature T much less than the thickness of the energy shell). These eigenfunctions are
obtained numerically after discretizing the momentum space enclosed by the energy shell (under such discretization
χ(q;T )Λabab(q;p) becomes a matrix for each pair of (a, b)). We diagonalize each matrix then average the eigenfunctions
along the direction perpendicular to the fermi surface. This leads to the results presented in the text.
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